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High performance buildings offer
low energy usagelow environmental impactlow water usage

Learn how your home or building can perform 
better at www.BuildingNC.org

improved comforthigher market valueincreased durabilityimproved health and safetyimproved worker productivitylasting benefits
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Where Does EE Fit In?
“Energy Efficiency First”

1. Prioritizes using less energy in the first place

2. Ramps up product manufacturing

3. Offers health, safety and environmental benefits

4. Invests in local service businesses

5. All buildings can participate
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Why Buildings?
In many states like North Carolina:

1. Residential and commercial buildings use 50% of 
the state’s energy

2. 40% of that energy is for heating and cooling 
buildings

3. 20% of NC’s energy usage is for HVAC
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Lowering energy demand through building energy efficiency:

• Greater effectiveness for renewables and storage

• Improved grid effectiveness through less wasted energy

• Improved disaster resiliency and recovery

• Increased opportunities for building electrification

• Lowered utility bills
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Energy Benefits
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What’s the Potential?
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What’s the Potential?
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What’s the Potential?
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What’s the Cost?
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NC is Making Progress
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In Case You Missed it
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In Case You Missed it



NCBPA’s 2019 
Legislative Session 
Priorities
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2019 Priorities
Our 2019 legislative session priorities include:

• Adding an Energy seat to the NC Building Code Council (BCC).

• Prioritizing building energy efficiency in state energy plan 
development and building energy requirements.

• Requiring all utilities to increase EE as a % of annual sales.

• Modifying the existing industrial opt-out allowance.

• Improving Building Code Council energy education and 
improving minimum energy code requirements.

• Supporting implementation of the Gov’s Executive Order #80.
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2019 Opportunities
Additional opportunities NCBPA is pursuing include:

• Energy code improvements (garages, etc.).

• Development of a new State Energy Plan that prioritizes EE.

• Licensure coming to high performance trades.

• Incorporating EE and performance into resiliency and disaster 
preparedness efforts, requirements and code.

• Energy, water and performance benchmarking and disclosures 
(maybe via industrial opt-out).
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2019 Partner Work
Our partners are working on other EE-related policies:

• On-bill financing with co-ops (2022 – 2023 with Duke).

• Green Bank financing model.

• Utility rate design with TOU rates, etc.

• EE appliance standards.

• Determining EE’s role in REPS with possible split.

• Strategic building electrification – what’s the target?



Utility Policies and 
Regulations
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Utility Goals & Mandates

Opportunities underway in NC include:

• Increasing requirements and goals

• Removing regulatory hurdles to energy saving programs

• Extending the benefits credited to energy efficiency through 
modernized cost effectiveness testing



NCBPA is drafting legislation to require regulated and non-
regulated utilities to invest in energy efficiency.  

For regulated utilities:

• 2022: 2% of 2021 NC retail sales (currently ~1%)

• 2025: 3%

• 2028: 4%

• 2031 and thereafter: 5% 
21

Utility Goals & Mandates



How do we write this?

• Regulated utilities, co-ops and munis possible?

• 5% of what?  Electric or gas?  Impact of renewables?

• How to measure the savings?  KwH?  BTUs?  Energy intensity?

• Can/should cost-effectiveness overhaul be included?

• What’s the impact on Duke’s IRP goals for EE?

• Where does Dominion fit in?
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Utility Goals & Mandates



Through NC REPS:
• Eligible non-residential customers may opt out of either or both 

rates if they have their own DSM and EE programs.
• Commercial customers with annual consumption of 1,000,000 

kWh or greater and all industrial customers may apply.
• “Industrial energy saving activities are happening in NC, we 

just don’t know where, how or how much.”
• ~50% of firms comprising 25% of NC’s energy opts out?
• Firms have to let Duke know if they opt-out and attest tht they 

will still do EE.
• Industrial firms concerned that disclosing their EE activities 

publicly harms their competitiveness. 23

Industrial Opt-Out



Changes to this regulation may include:

• A requirement that industrial users report EE activities to state 
agency to affirm they are taking action, but not disclose 
publicly what the action is.

• Creating more narrow scopes for industrial firm categories –
e.g. “industrial firms” narrowed to business or building types 
with different provisions for size, energy usage, etc.

• Allowances that support firms’ needs for a 2-year payback, 
support resources to do the work, etc.
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Industrial Opt-Out



Cost Effectiveness 
Testing
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Cost Effectiveness Testing
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Benchmarks



Where we are:

• Duke’s regulatory staff and advocates agree that current EE 
cost effectiveness testing protocols are about 20 years 
outdated.

• The National Standards Practice Manual (NSPM) offers a very 
clear roadmap for modernizing the protocols.

• NCUC and/or Duke Energy can elect to take up this issue.  

• OR, legislature can require it.
28

Cost Effectiveness Testing



Through Duke’s Energy Efficiency Collaborative:

• Advocates are supporting EE program improvements.

• Cost effectiveness testing is at the root of it.

• NCBPA performing contractor survey for program feedback.
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Cost Effectiveness Testing



Public Buildings and 
2003’s SB 668
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Since 2003:

~ $60 M state 
funds

More than   
$1.3 B in 

energy and 
water savings

Taxpayers fund 
and benefit



Our study found 10-year energy savings of:

• $420 M for public building retrofits

32

What’s the Potential?



Our updates to this legislation will:

• Extend the energy and water savings goals to 40% and 30% 
by 2025.

• Change the reporting period back to one year.

• Implement energy saving goals and opportunities for state-
leased buildings.

• Re-align baseline dates for energy savings targets.

• Add requirements or incentives to increase participation.
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SB668 Updates



Building Code 
Council Members
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Member Education



There is an ongoing and increasingly important need to:

• Educate existing BCC members on clean energy and EE.

• Recommend appointees educated in CE/EE issues.

• Firm up BCC’s role vs. legislative changes to code.

• Address discrepancies in education and data regarding up-
front costs for EE vs. long-term consumer returns, value and 
improved affordability.
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Member Education



There is no “energy” industry pro on the BCC:

• Energy code continues to be most disputed and 
misunderstood in code development and change proposals.

• As clean energy and efficiency advances, who is the SME?
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Adding Energy Seat
Replace a 

current seat OR 
add two new 

seats including 
ours?



Building & Energy 
Code
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Building & Energy Codes



Our study found 10-year energy savings of:

• $10 B for new construction code updates
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What’s the Potential?



On January 1st, NC moves to the new 2018 NC Codes:

• Residential and commercial energy code ~ 2012 IECC

• Developed in 2016 – 2018 by NC Building Code Council and 
Energy Ad Hoc Committee

• Small increase in residential EE requirements: $1 to $3 
monthly mortgage cost to homeowners (for builder’s $204 to 
$611 cost) yields $7 to $9 monthly energy savings.

• Mostly regulatory changes in commercial.
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Energy Code



Impact on utility programs:

• Duke’s RNC program still cost-effective and lucrative to rebate 
users.
o One outstanding issue with need for UL interpretation on 

“air sealing the fire blocking” of shared walls in town 
houses.

• No word from co-ops or munis.

• No known changes to EE in existing residential or commercial 
building code.
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Utility Impact



General opportunities with energy code:
• Introduce benchmarking/disclosures via state code or local 

ordinances.
• Increase code official education requirements.
• Improve development and adoption alignment with IECC.
• Improve code appendices in place of full code updates.
• For public buildings, improve EE in State Construction Manual.
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General Opps



Now is the opportunity to begin advancing:

• Solar-ready roof requirements for viable homes and buildings.

• EV and storage-ready electrical connection requirements for 
viable homes and buildings.

• Up-front cost and safety requirements will be challenged.

• What requirements does our industry want to see?
44

Renewables-Ready?



Financing 
Programs, Rebates 
and Incentives



Commercial Property Assessed Capital Expenditures (C-PACE):

• Drafted in December 2016, introduced in 2017.

• Active bill in Senate Rules with Republican sponsorship.

• Current barrier: Treasury believes the program is 
unconstitutional.

• NCBPA has $15k fundraising goal to pay for attorney review 
and recommendation to Treasurer’s office to clear roadblock.
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C-PACE
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Rebates & Incentives

Where We’ve Been Where We Are Where We’re Going
• Duke’s RNC Program 

past successes
• HB589 – No EE!
• NCBPA national and 

state lobbying
• Federal 30% geo tax 

credit thru 2019
• Federal solar tax 

credit thru 2021

• Working through RNC 
regulatory hurdles 

• Advocating NCHFA for 
QAP points

• Crafting needs and 
opportunities

• RNC benefits
• Builder and 

contractor survey on 
Duke’s EE programs

• Increasing muni and 
co-op requirements



How Will We Be 
Successful?



A 16.8% increase in EE investment would:

• Create more than 50,000 local jobs 

• Increase tax revenue by $2.5 B

• Add 250 new firms (or grow existing firms)

• Save NC $13.9 B in energy bills
49

Economic Benefits



A 16.8% increase in EE investment would:

• Offset 72.9 M metric tons of CO2

• Reduce emissions of 15.5 M cars driven for 1 year

• Reduce gasoline consumption by 8.1 B gallons

• 10-year EE carbon reduction = 18,286 turbines 
running for one year

• Save 85 M acres of NC forest 50

Environmental Benefits



Ryan Miller
919-521-3385

Ryan@BuildingNC.org

Membership info:
www.BuildingNC.org
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